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Community Outcomes 

Under the Local Government Act, our long-term plan must describe the 

community outcomes for the Hawke’s Bay region and link our activities to these 

outcomes.  

What are Community Outcomes? 

Community outcomes are “the outcomes that a local authority aims to achieve in 

order to promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of 

its district or region in the present and for the future”.  

Hawke’s Bay Regional Council’s outcomes match the vision statement from its 

2020-25 Strategic Plan, which is:  

 

The Strategic Plan also includes a number of time bound and measurable 

strategic goals. These have been used here as our outcome measures.  These 

outcome measures are reported against in the Annual Report.  

These demonstrate a desire by Council to shift from reporting activity or outputs 

to managing for and reporting on outcomes – the things that matter to the 

community. Typically, the Council does not have full control over the 

acheivement of these outcomes, but it has a clear statutory role in achieving 

them, along with others.  

Wherever possible, the outcomes align with national targets or an existing 

Hawke’s Bay strategy or plan. Refinements were made in 2020 to reset targets to 

match national targets related to the Essential Freshwater Reform package and 

carbon neutrality. Further work is needed set milestones for longer term goals 

and build Mātauranga Māori (Māori knowledge) into our monitoring and 

reporting activities.  

 

Community outcome icons  

These icons are used in the Groups of Activities statements to show when 

activities primarily contribute to a community outcome. 

  

 

 

Outcome descriptors  

• WATER: Aquatic ecosystems are protected and enhanced for all to safely 

enjoy. Water use is prioritised so that all users have sufficient water available 

to meet their needs within sustainable limits. The kaitiakitanga role of 

Tangata Whenua and their whakapapa and cultural connection with water are 

recognsied and provided for. Groundwater is protected to enable the 

provision of safe and secure supplies of drinking water.  

• LAND: Hawke’s Bay farmers and growers are thriving and maximising returns 

from resilient farming systems and through climate-smart, sustainable land 

use.  

• BIODIVERSITY: Working together, Hawke’s Bay’s biodiversity is enhanced, 

healthy and functioning (soure: HB Biodiversity Strategy 2015-2050). 

Agricultural and environmental pests are managed and eradicated through 

the Regional Pest Management Plan.  

• INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES: The region has resilient physical, community 
and business infrastructure to unlock potential growth and prosperity from 
our natural resource base (source: Matariki HB Regional Economic 
Development Stratety and Action Plan 2016).  
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Outcome measures 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


